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SOME BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE

BRONTE LITERATURE.

Being the substance of a Paper read before the Northern
Counties Library Association, at Ilkley, on June 13th,
1910, by Mr. Butler Wood, F.R.S.L.

It is not necessary in a Paper of this kind to dilate
on the literary merits of the Bronte sisters. Their imagina-
tive power, intensity of feeling and emotion, and an almost
pagan love of nature, have been long recognized by all
who have any appreciation for these qualities in literature.
The personal element which pervades the Bronte works,
and which is inextricably woven into their fabric. has also
furnished a theme for many writers in the past, and is
responsible for a great deal of the literature which has
grown round the subject. Many magazine articles are
consequently devoted to a discussion of the parallels
between passages in the novels and the actual lives of the
authors. A perennial interest, moreover, attaches to the
characters portrayed, and the topographical m,lieu in
which they live and move. Perhaps the most voluminous
output of all consists of literary criticisms, the extent of
which may be realised by glancing over the lists quoted in
my Bibliograplz;.y of Ihe Bronlis.

The most important contributors are the biographers,
and amongst these Mrs. Gaskell, whose Lift of Char/olle
Bronli takes-and always will take-the first place, not
only amongst Bronte biographers, but amongst the few
really great biographers of the world. Next in import-
ance comes Shorter's Charlolle Bronli and lur Circle,
published in 1896, and re-issued with many additions, in
two handsome royal 8vo. vols. in 1908, under the title of
TJu Bronlis: Life and Lel/trs. Sir T. Wemyss Reid, and
Mr. Augustine Birrell, have each written monographs on
the subject, both of which contain matter either over·
looked by or unknown to Mrs. Gaskell.

Before dealing with the writings of the Bronte sisters,
some reference should be made to the literary efforts of
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their lather, the Rev. Patrick Bronte. He published a
little Izmo. volume in 1811, entitled Collage Poems, which
was printed by P. K. Holden (Halifax). It is entirely
devoid of any literary merit, but is rare, and usually fetches
anything from 20S. to 30S. His next book is called TJu
Rural Mins/rel, same size and publisher, issued in 1813.
This also is rare, and fetches about the same price as the
first mentioned. A still more precious work is The Col/age
in the m,od, a prose tale issued by 1'. Inkersley, Bradford,
in 1815. The size is 18mo., and consists of 68 pages. In
the whole course of my life I have only seen three copies,
one of which I happen to possess. It was re-issued in
J 818, and this is almost, but not quite, as rare as the first
edition. Another rare book by the Rev. Patrick Bronte is
entitled The Maid of Killarney, post 8vo., ostensibly pub-
lished by Baldwin, Cradock and Joy, in 1818, but really
printed and issued by T. Inkersley, of Bradford. I have
never seen it offered for sale. Apart from a few sermons,
the above-mentioned represent the literary output of the
father of the Brontes.

The Bronte children began writing stories and poems
at a very early age. In the Museum at Haworth many
examples of these are preserved: most of them written in
a hand so small as to require a strong magnifying glass to
decipher them. Although much too immature for publica-
tion, they display qualities of imagination quite extra-
ordinary for children of ten or fourteen years of age,
and it is needless to say that these MSS. are highly
prized by Bronte collectors, who are willing to give big
prices for them when they come into the market.

The story of the first book actually published by ,the
Bronte sisters is graphically told by Mrs. Gaskell, and
therefore need not be repeated here. (See page 292,
et seq. Haworth edition). It consisted of a volume under
the following title :-Poems by Currer, Ellis and Ac/on Bell,
Aylott and Jones, 1846, foolscap 8vo. It fell nearly dead
from the press. Writing to De Quincey the year following,
Charlotte Bronte says: "In the space of a year our
publisher has disposed of but two copies, and by what
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painful efforts he succeeded in getting rid of these two,
himself only knows. Before transferring the edition to
the trunk makers, we have decided on distributing as
presents a few copies of what we cannot sell, and we beg
to offer you one in acknowledgment of the pleasure and
profit we have often and long derived from your works."
A few others were sent for review, and one of the two
purchasers, Mr. F. Enoch, known as a song writer, wrote
to the authors for their signatures, which they wrote
in their noms-ie-plume, and these are now in the museum
at Haworth. After the success of JafU Eyre, Messrs.
Smith, Elder, purchased the sheets from A,'lott and Jones,
and issued the little book with their own title page, which
bears the same date as the original edition. The one with
the Smith, Elder, imprint fetches 25S. to 30S., but the few
copies with the Aylott and Jones imprint are almost
unprocurable. In a recent catalogue it was priced at £34'

In the same year ( I846) Charlotte had already finished
the MSS. of The Professor, which was sent to publisher
after publisher without success, but it eventually reached
the hands of Messrs. Smith, Elder, whose reader, Mr.
W. S. Williams, at once recognised it as the work of an
extraordinary though inexperienced writer. The MSS.
was returned with an encouraging letter, recommending
the writer to submit another story when ready, and the
result was the production of the immortal Jane Eyre.
The Professor was, however, published in 1857, after
Charlotte Bronte's death, in two post 8vo. volumes, and
is usually quoted from lOS. to 15S.

Jane Eyre was first commenced at Manchester while
Charlotte Bronte was waiting for her father's recovery from
an operation upon one of his eyes. This was in August,
1846. It was finished in the following year, and published
in October (1847). Its success was immediate and com-
plete. The book was issued in three volumes, post 8vo.,
without a preface, at the usual price, 3 I S 6d. Three
months later (January, 18+8), another edition in three
volumes appeared, with a preface in which the author
dedicates the work to Thackeray. In April of the same
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year another three-volume edition was called for and this
appears to have met the demand for a time, for the book
was next published in one volume in 18so. The third
edition contains a note by the author, in which she dis-
claims the authorship of certain works which had been
attributed to her.

Owing to the limited number of copies struck off, the
first edition of Jane Eyre is extremely scarce, and very
seldom comes into the market. The quotations I have seen
range from ten to twenty guineas, according to the condition
of the copies. Speaking of the rarity of these works, Mr.
Walter Spencer, the noted London bookseller, says that
during twenty-five years' experience he had not come
across more than two or three copies of the first edition of
Jane Eyre, JJ'utken"ngHeigkts and W,1dfili Hall.

A short time before the publication of Jane Eyre,
Wutkering Heigkts, by Emily Bronte, and Agnes Grey, by
Anne Bronte, had been accepted by an obscure publisher
(a Mr. Newby), who issued the two works in three
volumes, in December, 18+7. There is no telling how
long he would have delayed publication had not Jane Eyre
achieved such an immediate success, for it is obvious he
wanted the public to believe these books were written by
Charlotte Bronte. In a letter written by Charlotte at this
time, she refers to blunders in spelling which the publisher
had neglected to put right. although they had been cor-
rected in the proof sheets. The book had a hot reception
in the Quarterly Review, which described it as "too odiously
and abominably pagan to be palatable to the most vitiated
class of English readers." S)'dney Dobell, in Tilt Pal-
ladium, and Tke Alkenceum. however, favourably criticised
the book, but like many other works of g~nius, it failed to
find immediate recognition. Charlotte Bronte, writing to
Mr. W. S. Williams in 1850, says that Mr. Newby under-
took first to print 350 copies of Wulkenng Heigkts, but he
afterwards declared he had only printed %50. Hence it
happens that this book is, of all the Bronte novels, the
mo:;t difficult to procure. A copy was sold at the
Williamson sale in New York (1908) for :631, but it
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contained two autograph letters by Charlotte Bronte.
Assuming the letters to be worth £ 10, the price of the
book would still be /,1.1. In 1898, Mr. Quaritch, the
great bookseller, included it in a set of first editions, 1.0

volumes, for which he asked £71. lOS.

The next in order of publication was The Tenant 01
Wzldfill Hall, by Anne Bronte. Writing to Mary Taylor
in September, .8+8, Charlotte Bronte says_Ie Acton Bell
has published another book; it is in three volumes, but I
do not like it so well as Agnes Grey-the subject not being
such as the author had pleasure in handling; it has been
praised by some reviews and blamed by others. As yet
only £1.5 have been realised for copyright, and as Acton
Bell's publisher is a shuffling scamp, I expect no more."
In the same letter she refers to an attempt by Newby, the
publisher, to persuade some American firm that Wutkering
Heights and W,1dftll Delli were written by Charlotte Bronte.
She says: ,eThis is a lie, as Newby has been told repeatedly
that they were the production of three different authors,
hut the:: fact was he wanted to make a dishonest move
in the game to make the public and the trade
believe that he had got hol4 of Currer Bell, and
thus cheat Smith and Elder by getting the American
publishers' bid." There is no record of the number of
copies of this edition, but from its scarcity I should
imagine it would be a small one. Another edition in
three volumes was issued in the saIne year, and a third
edition in 185+. The prices I have seen quoted for the
first edition range from £1. lOS. to £3 lOS., but a copy at
the Williamson sale realised £z5.

III October, 18+9, Messrs. Smith, Elder, published
Shi,ley in the usual three volume form. Charlotte Bronte
hesitated some time as to the title; Hollows M,11 and
Fieldhead, however, were ruled out eventually in favour
of its present name. Writing to l\lr. Williams in August,
J 8+9, she says: ., The book is now finished (thank God).
Whatever now becomes of the work, the occupation of
writing it has been a boon tome. It took me out of the
dark and desolate reality into an unreal but happier
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region." The dark period will be realised when we
remember the circumstances under which the book was
written. Mrs. Gaskell says: "Down into the very midst
of her writing came the bolts of death. She had nearly
finished the second volume of her tale when Branwell
·died-after him Emily-after her Anne-the pen, laid
down when there were three sisters living and loving, was
taken up when one alone remained. Well might she call
the first chapter that she wrote after this U The Valley of
the Shadow of Death." Only the first edition was pub-
lished in three volumes, but the issue was a much larger
one than that of Jane Eyre. The second was in one
volume, and is dated 1852. Copies of the first edition
usually fetch from 30S. to 50S., according to condition.

Three years elapsed between the public"ation of
S"irley and Ville//e. The latter was commenced in
March, 1852, and completed in Novelnber of the same
year. The book was published on the 18th January, 1853,
in the usual three volume form, by Smith, Elder & Co.
Although it is not so interesting as Jane Eyre from a story
point of view, Vllielle is by common consent deemed to be
the finest of Charlotte Bronte's works. The character of
Paul Emanuel is, moreover, considered by many com-
petent critics to be one of the most wonderful creations in
the whole realm of fiction. This, the greatest of her works,
was also the last, for although her death did not take place
until two years later, no other work came from her pen ..
U The book," Mrs. Gaskell says, "was received with one
burst of acclamation," and Charlotte Bronte in one of
her letters, says: "I goot a budget of no less than seven
papers yesterday and to-day. The import of all the
notices is such as to make my heart swell with thankful-
ness to Him who takes note both of suffering, and work,
and motives."

A second edition was issued in 1855, one volume 8vo.
The prices usually asked for the first edition vary from
30S. to 5as., but occasionally a less price is asked for
poor copies. I remember buying my own set for the
modest sum of eighteen pence in Peterboro' many years
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ago. Somehow or other the fact got into the Press at
the time, and one paper blamed me severely for taking a
mean advantage of a poor innocent bookseller. I had the
satisfaction, however, of seeing Mr. Andrew Lang take up
the cudgels on my behalf in the Westminsler Ga.elle, where
he argued that if the vendor did not know the value of his
wares, it was not my business to tell him. Alas! we don't
find many of the innocent booksellers left now-a-days.

It is interesting to note with respect to the prices
which Charlotte Bronte obtained for her three great
novels, that Mr. Clement Shorter says the total amount
was £1,5°0, and he goes on to say, by way -of contrast,
that the MSS. of Jane Eyre alone, if offered for sale, would
easily fetch :£J ,000.

Having now referred to all the works written by the
Hronte sisters, allow me to say a word or two concerning
a few books written upon ~hem. The first edition of Mrs.
Gaskell's immortal Life of CharloUe Bronte was published
in 1857 ; two volumes, large post 8vo. A second edition
followed exactly like the first, and this was succeeded by
the third, all three being published in the same year, but
the third edition was minus certain passages relating to
Branwell Bronte, which were omitted in order to avoid a
threatened action for libel. Those who wish to follow
the details on this point may do so by consulting Mr.
Clement Shorter's Clzarlolle Bronte and her Circle. The
first edition usually fetches from 30S. to 4-05.

The next important contribution was furnished by Sir
T. Wemyss Reid, and is entitled Charlotte Bronti: a M(J"o-
graph, published by Macmilian, crown 8vo., 1877.' It
contains some fine woodcuts. A second edition was
issued in the same year, and a third followed in 18 ]8.
There is no variation in any of the di1ferent editions. The
work is interesting because the author had the assistance
of Charlotte Bronte's life-long friend, l\liss Nussey, who
placed much fresh matter at his disposal. The same ye~r
(1877) saw the publication of Swinburne's A Nole on
Charlotte Bronte, issued by Chatto and Windus, crown 8vo.
It is a Bamboyant hym·n of praise to the genius of Char-
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lotte and Emily Bronte, and is now rather difficult to
procure. It usually fetches from lOS. to 15S. The next
in order of publication is l\iro Birrell's Lift of Charlotte
Bronti, demy 8vo., 1887, issued by Mr. Walter Scott. It
forms part of "The Great Writer Series," and contains a
first attempt at a Bibliography of the subject, by Mr. J. P.
Anderson, of the British Museum. The book is not
scarce, and may be obtained for a few shillings.

Amongst the books written upon the ;Srontes, we
must not forget to mention two works which are remark-
able for the way in which fact and fiction are curiously
blended. I refer to Leyland's The Bronte Family, two
volumes, crown 8vo., 1886, and Dr. Wright's The Brantis
in Ireland, post 8voo, 1893. The first-named is a laboured
attempt to prove that Branwell Bronte is the real inspirer,
if not the real writer of WulJzenOlZgHeights, and the latter,
which has the suspicious sub-title of Fads stranger than
Fiction, tries to show that WutnenOng Heights owes its
inception and inspiration to the stories and traditions of
Ireland which fell from the lips of the Rev. Patrick
Bronte. The book is so full of strange and contra-
dictory statements, that its value as a contribution to the
Bronte literature is exceedingly small. I have in my
possession Miss Nussey's copy of the work, containing
many marginal notes of challenge and astonishment, in
her own handwriting.

I come finally to Mr. Clement Shorter's Charlotte
Bronte and her C'i'rcle, crown 8voo, 1896, published by
Hodder and Stoughton. This is undoubtedly the most
important work on the Brontes issued since the appear-
ance of l\frs. Gaskell's book. The author had the
inestimable advantage of the help and co-operation of
the husband of Charlotte Bronte, the Rev. A. B. Nicholls,
who for more than forty years had kept an un broken
silence, and who probably would have continued to do
so had not a collection of his wife's letters been privately
printed. and which, without some authoritative editing,
might have been seriously misunderstood. The work also
contains letters from Charlotte Bronte to Mr. \Villiams,
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never before printed, and which deal with more intellectual
matters than those written to her non-literary friends. It
has gone through many editions, but in 1908 Mr. Shorter
issued another work incorporating the matter of his
previous book, but arranging the letters in chronological
sequence. It also contains much additional information,
especially in the shape of an appendix, wherein many
important documents connected with the subject are
printed z"nextenso. The title is as follows: The Brontes :
Lift and Lellers, two volumes, royal 8vo., Hodder and
Stoughton.

The first collected edition of the Bronte works,
including l\Irs. Gaskell's Lift of Char/olle Bronte, was
published by Messrs. Smith, Elder, in 1872- 3. It was
issued in seven large crown 8vo. volumes, with orna-
mental green cloth covers, at 75. 6d. per volume. The
publishers subsequently found that this editi.on was rather
inconvenient in size, and it was immediately superseded
by the well-known library edition, which was sold at 5S.
per volume. Both editions are notable for the beautiful
wood engravings after drawings by E. M. Wimperis, to
whom the actual localities were indicated by Miss Nussey,
but unfortunately some of the topographical information
was far from being correct.

In 1893, Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co. produced a
dainty edition of the works in twelve volumes, small 8vo.,
embellished with etchings and photogravures. Two
hundred and fifty large paper sets were struck off in
addition.

The most important of the collected works, however,
is the" Haworth Edition," issued by Smith, Elder, 1900,
large crown 8vo. It is edited by Mr. Clement Shorter,
contains introductions to the novels by Mrs. Humphry
Ward, and is embellished with a series of half·tone blocks
reproducing photographs of places mentioned in the
novels, by Mr. W. R. Bland and Mr. C. B. Keene. These
are of unusual merit, and have the advantage of being,
with the exception of those in Wut!zenOngHez"g"ts, true
identifications of the places mentioned in the novels. In
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1'9.8

addition to the plates mentioned, /ac-simz1e titles of the
first editions are given, and photogravure portraits are
added. The work is sold at 6s. per volume.

One cannot conclude without referring to the pub·
lications of the Bronte Society, which are absolutely
necessary to all who are interested in the subject. Since
the Society was formed in J 893, no less than twenty-one
parts of Transactions have been issued, but some of these
are out of print and difficult to obtain. Amongst these
will be found two parts devoted to Bronte Bibliography.
These latter contain references to all the principal works
of the Bronte family, the works wholly or partly devoted
to them, together with magazine articles classified accord-
ing to their subjects; and in these already mentioned
will be found a more detailed account of the works.
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